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Abstract – Resonators composed of two mirrors, such as Fabry-Pe´rot cavities, provide a simple
but effective approach to achieve wave transmission with high finesse. Further increase of the
quality factor requires reflectors with higher conductivity or multi-mirror solutions. However,
the analytical complexity of resonators with more than two mirrors prevents the design of op-
timal structures without recurring to numerical methods. This work considers an alternative
approach to this problem by using cavities which do not produce any electromagnetic scatter-
ing. We demonstrate that these invisible cavities can be placed inside one another, resulting
in a “matryoshka-doll”-like resonator. The standing-wave distribution of the inner resonator
can be controlled without disturbing that of the outer one, whereas the whole system remains
non-scattering.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Voyager 1, a space probe launched by NASA in the 70’s, is the most distant human-made object from
the Earth. In order to reach places as far as Saturn, this probe pushed the limits of science and engineering by
using the gravity assist provided by Jupiter, boosting its kinetic energy without using its limited propellant. Also
in electromagnetics, the magnitude of waves in a confined volume can be dramatically increased by an “assisted
boost” without any additional power source. The structure required for this purpose is an open resonator, such as
a Fabry-Pe´rot (FP) cavity.
A FP resonator can be formed by two parallel semi-transparent mirrors, usually with the same characteristics,
and its finesse is given by the distance between the mirrors and their reflectance [1, 2]. With the proper design,
a FP resonator can be transparent (in terms of zero reflection and unitary transmission), while a standing wave is
confined between the mirrors [3–5]. This kind of field localization can be exploited for applications associated with
sensing and field modulation. Furthermore, it could be advantageous if the standing wave of the resonator with
already enhanced amplitude is used to excite a secondary FP resonator, placed inside the first one (by the principle
of a “matryoshka” doll). However, exploiting conventional symmetric FP resonators, it is challenging to find a
useful and intuitive analytic solution for the required geometry without solving the scattering produced between
the four mirrors [6]. In this scenario, the most effective approach is to use numerical methods to determine out the
critical parameters, like the distance between the mirrors. Nevertheless, all of these issues can be avoided if the
inner resonator is designed so that it does not interfere with the standing wave of the outer resonator.
In this talk, we compare the characteristics of a “matryoshka”-like resonator made of two invisible cavity res-
onators [7] with a four-mirror FP resonator in terms of design complexity and performance. Due to the properties
of the invisible resonator, we demonstrate that the matryoshka-like resonator remains non-scattering (invisible),
regardless of the inner resonator position. This property can be used to engineer the field distribution inside the
cavity. As a proof of concept, in this talk we will also discuss the implementation of a one-dimensional optical
all-dielectric cavity which generates no scattering of incident waves in both backward and forward directions.
II. FIELD MODULATION USING MATRYOSHKA-LIKE INVISIBLE RESONATORS
Let us consider the invisible (non-scattering) resonator proposed in Reference [7] composed by two infinite
metasurfaces separated by a distance dop in a homogeneous medium (for simplicity, this work considers vacuum).
Fig. 1: (a) Geometry of the problem. The cavity formed by four infinite metasurfaces is illuminated normally by
a plane wave with electric field EI. Due to the radiation by the currents induced in the metasurfaces, secondary
fields are produced across the structure. (b) Distribution of the normalized total electric field across a matryoshka
resonator with grid impedance of Ze ≈ j38.08Ω as a function of distance δ. The outer resonator has a separation
distance of 3λop/2, while the inner resonator metasurfaces are separated by λop/2. (c) SWR of the inner resonator
as a function of the separation between resonators δ, using the reference grid impedance of Ze ≈ j38.08Ω. Notice
that this is a periodic plot (with the period λop/2).
This structure becomes invisible under two conditions: i) The distance between metasurfaces is equal to an integer
of half of the operational wavelength dop = nλop/2, and ii) the grid impedance of one metasurface should be the
negative of the other one, i.e. Ze1 = −Ze2 = Ze. Under those conditions, the standing wave ratio (SWR) for this
resonator depends on the grid impedances as
SWR1 =
|2Ze − η0|+ η0
|2Ze − η0| − η0
, (1)
where η0 corresponds to the characteristic impedance of the medium (vacuum in this case). Notice that low grid
impedance values of the two sheets (close to that of a perfect electric conductor) imply high field contrast in the
cavity. In the case of conventional FP resonators, the SWR expression is similar to that in Equation (1) with the
only difference in the component |2Ze − η0| which becomes |2Ze + η0|. It becomes exactly the same expression
in the case of pure-reactive metasurfaces for which Re(Ze) = 0.
The next step is designing a four-metasurface invisible resonator as shown in Fig. 1a. The conventional approach
for FP multi-mirror resonators requires finding the standing waves and the scattered fields from each metasurface
pair. Unfortunately, due to the complexity of analytic expressions for each field (regardless of the method used),
there is no straightforward approach to design a transparent FP compound resonator with a desired SWR [6]. Even
if the complexity of the analysis is reduced by assuming that the inner resonator is in the middle of the outer
resonator (exploiting the symmetric profile of the standing wave inside the FP resonator), the the design approach
of the resonator is complex.
We suggest an alternative approach for the four-metasurface scenario, where the inner metasurface pair is de-
signed to be an invisible resonator, and therefore the standing wave of the outer resonator will not be disturbed
by adding a second pair of metasurfaces. The scattering properties of such a resonator depend only on those of
the outer resonator, which can be also designed to be an invisible resonator. One can add an unlimited number
of outer metasurface pairs without compromising the zero-scattering condition of the entire structure. The ad-
vantage is that each new additional metasurface pair can be readily added to the existing ones without the need
to recalculate the total scattering and do any optimizations. Such a compound structure can be referred to as an
invisible “matryoshka-doll” resonator. We stress that the whole structure remains invisible, so that outside of the
resonator the incident field is not perturbed at all. In constrast, a FP multi-mirror resonator can only achieve trans-
parency (unitary transmission), while invisibility (zero-phase transmission) is achieved only for the trivial case
when |Ze| → ∞. Due to the invisibility property, the inner resonator can be placed anywhere inside the outer
resonator, i.e. at any distance δ measured from the plane z = 0. This extra degree of freedom allows us to mod-
ulate the fields across the structure, as shown in Fig. 1b. Since this extra degree of freedom does not exist for FP
multi-mirror resonators, they must be properly designed to achieve the desired field modulation without loosing
transparency.
Similarly to a single resonator, the SWR of the invisible matryoshka resonator can be expressed in terms of the
sheet impedances:
SWR2 =
|(2Ze − η0)
2e−2jk0δ − η20 |+ |η0(2Ze − η0)e
−2jk0δ + 2Zeη0 + η
2
0 |
|(2Ze − η0)2e−2jk0δ − η20 | − |η0(2Ze − η0)e
−2jk0δ + 2Zeη0 + η20 |
, (2)
where k0 is the wavenumber of the wave in the medium. With the proper alignment, SWR2 can achieve the
maximum of SWR21, i.e. the product of the correspondent ratios for the inner and outer metasurface pairs. For
example, using metasurfaces with grid reactance |Xe| ≈ 38Ω (which corresponds to SWR of 100 in a single
resonator configuration), the maximum value of SWR2 = 100
2 is achieved for the separation δ ≈ 0.2185λop, as
shown in Fig. 1c.
III. CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed an intuitive approach for design of multi-metasurface resonators which remain in-
visible while the standing wave inside them can be tuned and dramatically enhanced. The structure remains non-
scattering in both backward and forward directions regardless of the position of the inner resonator. Metasurfaces
in this configuration can produce extreme standing wave ratios comparable to that of a single resonator whose mir-
rors possess very high reflectivities (unavailable at optical frequencies). In the talk, we will show the all-dielectric
realization of the designed resonators in the visible range. The performance of the proposed structure suggests
interesting possibilities for applications related with sensing, field localization, filtering, non-linear effects, and
cloaking.
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